Insights from Systems Biology in Physiological Studies: Learning from Context
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Abstract
Systems biology presents an integrated view of biological systems, focusing on the relations between elements, whether functional or evolutionary, and providing a rich framework for the comprehension of life. At the same time, many low-throughput experimental studies are performed without influence from this integrated view, whilst high-throughput experiments use low-throughput results in their validation and interpretation. We propose an inversion in this logic, and ask which benefits could be obtained from a holistic view coming from high-throughput studies—and systems biology in particular—in interpreting and designing low-throughput experiments. By exploring some key examples from the renal and adrenal physiology, we try to show that network and modularity theory, along with observed patterns of association between elements in a biological system, can have profound effects on our ability to draw meaningful conclusions from experiments.

Introduction

Low-throughput studies in experimental biology are a traditional approach in science and have been responsible for tremendous advances, from new medications to a better understanding of human behaviour. When Otto Loewi, in 1921, showed that acetylcholine was a neurotransmitter, he was using low-throughput techniques to show that one substance could perform a specific action, transmitting a message from one cell to the next [1]. Indeed, research in physiology still uses very similar approaches to identify new molecular pathways, proteins that could be targets for new drugs, mutations in genes that are good candidates for triggering diseases, and so on. Often, low-throughput studies are considered by the academic community as of higher quality when compared to high-throughput
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studies. Despite this perception, it has been demonstrated that high-throughput data can be of at least similar quality as data supported by several low-throughput studies [2–4]. On the other hand, the holistic view necessary to compose and interpret high-throughput studies is considered complex, and presents a limiting step to this approach. Modeling and experimentation in high-throughput studies are often labour and technology-intensive, but as more technological restrictions are being overcome, and the quality of the data obtained from high-throughput studies improves, this approach might be, in the future, considered equally important and able to provide high-quality complimentary outcomes.

In essence, physiology is a field that deals with biological systems and therefore with the communication between different levels and scales of organization in such environments [5]. Part of the physiology community embraced the high throughput methods as an approach to increase the understanding of those systems. Nevertheless, working with big data does not guarantee a higher level of comprehension of a biological question. Systems biology is a field that does not necessarily, but commonly, works with data retrieved from high-throughput approaches, making use of multi-disciplinary groups to interpret them. Physiology has been an important source of knowledge and data for systems biology, but part of the traditional physiology field still ignores what systems biology has to offer. We will argue that systems biology can provide fruitful insights to physiology, and, in this article, we aim to show, using examples from network and modularity theory, along with observed patterns of association between elements in a biological system, that systems biology can have profound effects on our ability to draw meaningful conclusions from experiments, even from traditional fields.

**Biological Systems**

Regardless of the study model, biological sciences are focused on highly complex systems. As we advance in the study of a biological problem, new components and interactions will be found, or new phenomena will be revealed in different conditions. Scientists deal with this increasing complexity by simplifying or subdividing systems [6]. In order to create a satisfactory simplification of nature, scientists choose a particular feature or perspective of the system to observe and, eventually, to disturb. This perspective defines or implies a scale for the system (like cells, tissues or populations), in which we must be able to perform reliable analyses. At this point, we must decide whether this scale is suitable to answer the posed questions, or if it is necessary to move to another scale. For example, the initial scale in a cell biology context could be the mRNA levels of a group of genes in steady state condition and under a stress condition detected by transcriptome analysis. Then, we are able to move to another scale: the promoter of few altered genes under stress treatment could be examined to find important transcription factor binding sequences, or, in the opposite direction, we could search for organelle malfunctions normally related to the modified transcription profile.

If one were to change scales, this path may go from individual pieces to the whole (bottom-up), or from the whole to the pieces (top-down), and both approaches are used in science. Which one is more common depends on the field, and in some cases even on the university, department, etc. When the direction is bottom-up, the context of a particular study aim is brought into play. In the top-down approach, the context is first visualised and then a path is chosen. In biology, context is essential to understand why a component might behave completely differently in two distinct conditions or environments. This aspect of biological systems was observed in genes, which can act either as tumour promoting or suppressing depending on the context, such as age and type of tumour [7, 8]. The glucuronidase B gene was found to be an oncogene in more aggressive tumours, and a suppressor gene in less aggressive ones [8]. This type of context dependency has been observed even for different cancer subtypes: for example, in breast cancer tumours several suppressor genes might act as promoters depending on the hormonal subtype in which they are expressed [8]. Thus, often a gene allele cannot define the phenotype of presence or absence of a certain tumour
without the wider context. This sort of interaction between different loci leading to different phenotypes, called epistasis, is central to our understanding of how a molecular network is coordinated. Adding to this complexity, phenotypic variability can occur even at the individual cell level in clones (therefore, same set of alleles) under the same drug treatment, which demonstrates that the fate of a cell can be determined by other context based features that have not been identified to date [9].

Genetic Backgrounds

In the next example, we will explore how a gene knockout (KO) in mice can result in completely different phenotypes depending on different genetic backgrounds [10, 11]. The importance of genetic backgrounds and epistasis to understanding the phenotypes of genetically modified mice is illustrated by one example in adrenal gland physiology. Pro-opiomelacortin (Pomc) is a pro-hormone produced in man mainly by the pituitary gland which, after post-translational processing, results in the production of smaller peptides. These smaller peptides, such as the adrenocorticotropic hormone and N-terminal peptides, are thought to be essential for steroidogenesis and maintenance of the adrenal gland (for review: [12]). The first mouse model lacking the \( \text{Pomc} \) gene was generated on a mixed background of two mouse lineages, C57BL/6 and 129/SvEv. Interestingly, these mice had no macroscopically discernible adrenal glands [11]. On the other hand, when these mice were backcrossed to a C57BL/6 lineage, thus eliminating confounds due to genetic heterogeneity of a mixed background, the results were surprising: adrenal glands were easily identifiable, however they were hypoplastic as compared to wild-type littermates [10]. How could such a shift in the genetic background lead to dramatically different phenotype? Genetic background can be defined as the genotypes of all other related genes over the genome that may interact with the gene of interest and potentially influence the specific phenotype [13]. As shown in the example above, even a very small amount of other genetic material, mostly from one or two other strains, can significantly influence the final phenotype of a mutant strain. This is probably not because the gene has different functions in different individuals, but because the functional network in these individuals might be different. The presence of a specific allelic combination in each mouse strain could be one of the explanations for these differences. Actually, a particular combination of alleles in the related gene loci of the genetic background can change all the phenotype. This concept can explain the differential susceptibility to a specific disease among humans: the presence of an etiological allele that could result in disease in one subject might not be able to trigger the same phenotype in another (Fig 1A and B). Moreover, it is also possible to explain why the metabolome of a given species changes with a shift in one allele (Fig 1C) [14]. So, the specific allelic combination could generate a particular genetic interaction network that is crucial to understand why the same null mutation shows widely divergent phenotypes depending on the recipient strain.

Unfortunately, it is still difficult to solve such problems, mainly because of two reasons. First, we do not have one database containing all the phenomes found in all mouse strains. Second, until now many of the efforts to characterize these differences in the genetic background are based only in allelic changes and discovery of new single nucleotide polymorphism (SNPs), instead of a holistic view trying to better understand how the genetic networks change between mouse strains. Therefore, if someone were to start a project using one mouse strain instead of another, this could lead to completely different conclusions. One possible way to avoid this problem would be working with congenic strains by a backcross experiment to one of the parental strains. However, this requires precious time and money. It is also highly recommended verifying if the KO model that is studied was already described, by using some available database such as the Mouse Genomic Database (MGD) (http://www.informatics.jax.org/) [15], which is an international database resource for laboratory mice, providing integrated genetic, genomic, and biological data to facilitate the study of human health and disease.
Thus, changes in genetic networks, possibly evidenced by different backgrounds, might bring about different conclusions from experiments conducted by genetic deletions. However, is it worth all the efforts to generate a complex transgenic animal model to study one gene, even knowing that the gene network in this model probably no longer behaves in an "original" way? Ignoring context may result in conclusions that apply only to specific conditions or even worse, only to the experimental model used. On the other hand, identifying the variables that cause shifts in phenotypes may result in the discovery of whole networks determining complex functions.

From the component to the system

Both bottom-up and top-down approaches can help bring the context into play. Top-down does not necessarily provide a better view of the problem, but at least it guarantees a
context view \textit{a priori}, before the specific experiment is chosen. The bottom-up, as in Plato’s cave, allows an outside view of the cave \textit{a posteriori}, revealing the context around it. As top-down provides the context \textit{a priori}, a great advice that systems biology could give would be to choose good targets for low-throughput studies from a top-down approach (for a different perspective see Ellis [16]). As a practical example, it is possible to pick a protein to be analysed, from a proteomic study, and then one or a few proteins are chosen to pass to the next level of studies. Thus, the pipeline goes from a protein system (more complex) to individual proteins (less complex). However, if we discuss how a non-systems biologist could use this approach, if the researcher has an already established laboratory, with established questions being answered, and several students immersed in experiments centred in one or few genes, it is understandable that the advice given above might be ignored. Maybe an alternative advice that could be given would be: why not start from the studied target, go up a level and then return to the initial level to see what can be learned during this journey? We will later discuss some possibilities for this transition.

First, we need to start from lower levels to go to upper levels. As an example, we could set off from the functions of only one gene to understand how a non-systems biology problem may become a systems biology one. In our example, the context in which the gene will be analysed is the kidney. In the proximal tubules, the first segment in the nephrons, 70-80% of the bicarbonate filtered is reabsorbed. Different works show that NHE3, a sodium hydrogen exchanger, is indirectly responsible for 42-65% of this task, by secreting $\text{H}^+$ into the lumen, which forms a $\text{HCO}_3^-$ in the cell (Fig 2). These data were retrieved from acute pharmacological, functional and physical-chemical inhibition assays [17–20]. However, only approximately 35% of the $\text{HCO}_3^-$ reabsorption was inhibited in proximal tubules of proximal tubule specific NHE3-KO mice [21]. What is the best explanation for this 30% of difference in predicted and observed reabsorption reduction (other than experimental issues)? In all likelihood, there are alternative pathways that can partly compensate the phenotypic perturbation caused by the knockout.

Therefore, it is possible and necessary to look for functional details of the protein local network. Backups can be categorised as genetic buffering or redundancy in the genome at the functional level (e.g. paralogs or isoforms); or through functional complementation (e.g. other proteins with the same function) [22]. In the apical membrane of proximal tubules, there are at least two other NHEs expressed, NHE2 and NHE8, that could provide redundancy to the cells. However, NHE2 does not seem to have a significant participation in $\text{H}^+$ secretion in this segment [23]. NHE8 has also a negligible contribution to this task in steady state conditions, but its expression is up-regulated both in NHE3 KO mice and in wild-type mice subjected to metabolic acidosis [24]. In this system, $\text{H}^+$-ATPase represents a functional complementation, which accounts for around one third of the indirect $\text{HCO}_3^-$ reabsorption by proton secretion in proximal tubules (functional complementation) [25]. Thus, it is expected that some of these backups could substitute NHE3 in case of inhibition or KO, if we take into account only the proximal tubule. Since proximal tubular cells have several alternative pathways to secrete protons, even NHE2 might have a role in cells under higher stress conditions or in animals with more than one pathway disrupted (e.g. NHE3 and NHE8 double knockout).

What if some NHE3 function would not show any alteration due to its inhibition of KO? Could we say that this protein is not important in this context? It is assumed that NHE3 is involved in $\text{NH}_4^+$ secretion into urine in the proximal tubule [26], however the same proximal tubule specific NHE3 KO animals cited above have no alteration in urinary ammonium excretion. The authors state in their conclusions that NHE3 is not responsible for this task, despite mentioning that NHE3 might simply not be alone in this function. According to the principles stated above, backups for this specific transport could have interfered. Thus, it would be necessary to complement the NHE3 KO approach with pharmacological data, expression data on alternative pathways, and if possible with double KOs (NHE3 + backups) in order to uncover or discard putative NHE3 functions. Double KOs for NHE3/NHE2 and NHE3/NHE8 have been done to analyse impaired proximal tubule $\text{HCO}_3^-$ reabsorption, but not
to analyse defects in NH4+ secretion [23]. A less cited example is the suggestion of ammonium secretion via luminal potassium channels [27], which reveals that ammonium secretion by the proximal tubule might have its own small network. All these examples around NHE3 take into account only proximal tubule backup mechanisms, but loss of function in one nephron segment is often compensated by gain of function in downstream segments. An alternative approach to avoid data masked by the disturbance provoked by knocking down or knocking in components in a system would be to observe natural variations in the phenotype and correlate them to measurable parameters, such as protein expression. This approach has been used for cell-cell variation in noise genetics [28] and genome-wide association studies [29].

In the previous NHE3 example, functional interactions among components of a system were able to provide suggestions to design experiments and to analyse data. However, there are several components missing in the analysed system. Taking only NHE3 as an example, it physically interacts with other proteins (e.g. CHP, NHERF1 and 2, Megalin, IRBIT, etc.)[30–
it receives messages through phosphorylation from other proteins (e.g. CK2, CAMKII, PKA, PKC, etc.) [34–36] and its transcription depends on several transcription factors (e.g. SP1, EGR, etc.) [37–39]. All these interactions are spatially and temporally organized and there are several unknown interactions. It is not possible to incorporate all this information in a simple manner to retrieve functional data. This is especially challenging for highly pleiotropic genes (e.g. Cystic fibrosis transmembrane conductance regulator, CFTR [40, 41]) due to their natural functional complexity and by often exhibiting numerous interaction partners. However, there is an increasing number of data showing new networks at different molecular levels [42]. Thus, one may search for specific components in these databases to hypothesize about its importance in a network, and to design experiments to test for its significance considering the underlying network.

In the omics field, gene and protein interaction network databases and tools have been successfully used to predict gene function or genes related to diseases, find targets for new drugs, etc [43–45]. Large and small scale data are compiled by different freely accessible tools that provide a way to find reported or predicted interactions. Some examples are: STRING [46], a database for known and predicted protein-protein interaction (PPI) networks (http://string-db.org/); HumanNet, a probabilistic functional gene network for humans [47] (http://www.functionalnet.org/humannet/); BioGRID [48], a repository for interaction datasets of genetics, protein and chemical networks (http://thebiogrid.org/); HPDR [49], a human protein (interaction) database manually curated, (http://www.hprd.org/) and IntAct, a molecular interaction database (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/intact/) [50]. Our idea here is not to show an exhaustive list of databases and tools, because there are several possibilities for researchers retrieving data from repositories. However, one should keep in mind that these tools contain data ranging from experimentally validated (e.g. BioGRID) to predicted interactions (e.g. HumanNet). Moreover, interactions occur at different levels from tool to tool, such as physical binary protein-protein interactions and functional interactions among genes. For extensive reviews about biological network tools see [51, 52].

In the NHE3 examples above, we attempted to show what are the components of the local systems and then tried to detect the functional relevance on these interactions. In addition to this question, the architecture of a network is informative, showing how such components—namely nodes— are organized. Parameters that denote the position of a node in a network are called node centrality parameters. These parameters may provide information that can be used for determining reliable targets in low-throughput experiments. The simplest parameter is the degree centrality, which indicates the number of links that a certain node has in a network. It is conceivable that a node of high degree in a protein-protein interaction network (i.e. a protein with high number of interactions) could have a higher probability of being essential (i.e. is lethal when disrupted) than a protein with a lower degree. However, this is only one parameter, and the correlation is often weak. Thus, other centrality parameters should be taken into consideration such as, betweenness (the number of times a node is the shortest path between all the pair of nodes) or closeness (average shortest path between a node and all the other nodes) [53]. There are several other centrality parameters, for further introduction about this theme see [53, 54]. The default version of the software Cytoscape [55] provides the user friendly plugin NetworkAnalyzer [56], which allows calculating centrality parameters in a given network.

Modularity

Other topological characteristic of interaction networks have been suggested as good predictors of how important a protein is in a given system. These network characteristics usually come in the guise of some sort of modularity theory. Here, modularity refers to the organization of any sort of interactions between units of the system under consideration. For example, interactions might mean physical contact between proteins [57]; correlations in the levels of gene expression under different circumstances or in different tissues or individuals.
[58]; participation in the same metabolic pathway or involvement in the same functional group, such as respiration or cell division [59]; and many others. Under many different types of interactions, the pattern of the graph defined by the presence or absence of interactions shows modularity, that is, a distribution of interactions such that some constituents are more related to each other than with other constituents of the system. These highly connected groups are called modules. Modules frequently recover function, even when function was not used to define them. As an example, proteins connected to diseases are not randomly distributed in a map of molecular interactions and form connected subgraphs called disease modules [60]. This suggests that the network topology can carry information relevant for interpreting experimental results. For example, genes within a module tend to have less wide spread mutation effects when compared to genes that connect different modules. These hubs between modules can be thought as integrating edges in networks, and are probably crucial to homeostasis [61, 62]. Furthermore, mutations in hubs between modules tend to be more deleterious than in peripheral genes, which explains why heritable diseases are more frequently caused by mutations in functionally and topologically peripheral genes: the probability of transmitting to the next generation a disease that disrupts a central part of the network is low, as the odds are higher that the subject will not reach the reproductive age [63]. There are also genes that are highly connected within a given module, and these within module hubs can be central in coordinating a set of genes involved in a biological function [64]. The pattern of connections inside modules can also carry information on the function of the individual elements in an interaction network. For example, network motifs (patterns of interaction in directional networks, such as between genes and transcription factors in regulatory networks) tend to repeat themselves in several different networks, and these motifs carry out specific information-processing functions [65]. Identifying motifs and using them to make inference about the function of the different elements in a network can improve our understanding of the whole system, while also providing possible points of experimental intervention. FANMOD (http://theinf1.informatik.uni-jena.de/motifs/) and mfinder (http://www.weizmann.ac.il/mcb/UriAlon/download/network-motif-software) are mature motif detection softwares that can be used in several types of networks, while MAVisto (http://mavisto.ipk-gatersleben.de/) can be used for motif analysis and visualization.

For any given focal protein or gene, we might ask a series of questions related to the specific interactions that provide the context for its function and physiological effects. For example, concerning the module where this gene is included: what other genes are in the same module? What is the functional module size? Which other modules overlap with it? Is the target regulated by or part of a network motif? Even with a target chosen for other reasons, the context, in a very broad sense, can give hints as to alternative pathways or where to look for changes after experimental manipulation. Non-intuitive interactions might be uncovered during the process, as it was observed between the overlapping disease modules of asthma and celiac disease [60]. At the first glance they could be considered totally unrelated diseases, but both are enriched in components of the immunoglobulin A network and even a SNP was found in common between both diseases [66, 67].

This can be extended to more specific network type questions, like: is the target gene/protein highly connected within its module? This can be used as proxy to its importance and centrality within a given physiological function or pathway. Highly connected elements, hubs within a module, are prime candidates for manipulation and may suggest many possibilities for exploring questions. But results are not always restricted to a single functional group, many genes have pleiotropic effects that can span a range of different biological functions (the previously mentioned NHE3 and CFTR are good examples). These effects can be direct or mediated by other genes and proteins, and the network relation between them provides a background to interpret them. Identifying hubs between different modules can lead to important insights.
Interolog

In the previous examples, the spatial context around the studied component was emphasised as essential to understand how the system behaves. However, local networks are often not described in a model species and it may not always be trivial to generate new datasets. Thus, the temporal context is another source of information in this case, because not only paralogs hold reliable information, but orthologs as well. During speciation events, interactions between components, such as protein-protein or DNA-protein are often conserved, which allow to partially compose a network with data from other species. This approach is named in systems biology as interolog [68, 69]. It was originally termed for protein-protein interactions (PPI) and it was expanded to DNA-protein interactions (DPI). Two different approaches are used: only in silico new PPI network predictions based on interologs and a systematic production of new networks based on interologs along with PPI network mapping techniques, such as high-throughput yeast two-hybrid [68]. This approach has been used to detect new interactions for vulval development in C. elegans from yeast interactions [68], to describe a human pluripotency network from mouse data [70] or to find potential targets for drug and vaccine development against leishmaniasis [71].

Since the amount of PPI and DPI networks databases have recently increased, it is possible to search for orthologs and their interacting partners in these repositories or to access an interolog prediction server, such as BIPS (BIANA Interolog Prediction Server, http://sbi.imim.es/BIPS.php) in order to obtain a list of partner candidates for the species of interest [72]. There are online available tools for finding orthologs, such as EggNOG and MetaPhOrs [73, 74]. EggNOG is a blast-based approach which produces orthology inferences in a genome wide manner, while MetaPhOrs is a public repository of phylogeny based orthology (and paralogy) which uses other public homology repositories for its predictions. Nevertheless, an interaction in a given species might not be present in another one. There are good attempts to predict if an interolog interaction is reliable, and some protein features, such as identity between orthologs and protein structure can be used to reduce the chance of inferring a non-existent interaction [69, 75], however, it is not possible to completely avoid false positives. Thus, interolog must be viewed as a potential way to create biological hypotheses, but not as a proof of interaction.

Conclusions

Systems biology applied to experimental biology can provide fruitful insights to low-throughput experimentation in biological and biomedical studies. Simple concepts used to retrieve information from the biological context in which the posed question lies may help not to be misguided by simple, but inaccurate, conclusions. The local network around a gene or protein may assist in finding the most important pathways in which a biological function is established, which relies especially on identifying redundancy and interacting partners. From the local network is also possible to understand how the interactions are organized, which in turn allows one to identify genes and proteins of higher susceptibility to network disruption, proteins that could be targeted by drugs, or to understand the relevance of a module for some biological functions. Beyond the spatial context, the temporal context contains reliable information that can provide further insights and often can be the first step in an unexplored space. Generating new databases and looking for better genomic annotation is essential in improving our biological understanding. Nevertheless, we would like to emphasize that there are already abundant and rich resources of information full of hints to be studied in silico and on the bench. To obtain and interpret high quality data can be a large challenge and certainly collaborations are necessary to deal with sufficient statistics, modelling and experimental methods.

In summary, going from the target molecule to its evolutionary history, crucial context is revealed. With this contextual information, a top-down approach can be followed, which
may be tortuous, but we stand to gain from this. As discussed above, there are several simple tools to aid in this journey.
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